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Berkeley, was among 18 researchers from around the world who in a May
article in Science called for an independent investigation of ...
COVID lab leak theory: Why Berkeley scientist wants answers
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Some “gain of function” studies explore how a dangerous pathogen might
cross species barriers to start an outbreak ...
Why Scientists Tweak Lab Viruses to Make Them More Contagious
Once dismissed by most public health experts and government officials,
the hypothesis that COVID-19 leaked accidentally from a Chinese lab is
now receiving scrutiny under a new ...
EXPLAINER: The US investigation into COVID-19 origins
Nature examines arguments that the coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 escaped from
a lab in China, and the science behind them.
The COVID lab-leak hypothesis: what scientists do and don’t know
Five Senate Republicans are urging the leaders of the Department of
Health and Human Services and the National Institutes of Health to
hand over records related to the origins of COVID-19 and China's ...
GOP senators call for HHS and NIH to hand over records on COVID-19
origins and Wuhan lab
Republicans want Congress to investigate the lab leak theory.
Democrats are wary of a politicized process.
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Lab leak? Why Congress is split on investigating COVID’s origins.
Baylor College of Medicine’s Peter Hotez adds his voice to a chorus
that includes prominent Democrats and Republicans, ...
Leading scientist says that without a full investigation of lab leak
theory, the world will face ‘covid-26 and covid-32’
Former Secretary of State Michael Pompeo said he has “high confidence”
in an assessment published by the State Department in January linking
the controversial Wuhan Institute of Virology to the ...
Pompeo has ‘high confidence’ Wuhan lab is linked to China’s military
Was SARS-COV-2 -- the virus responsible for the COVID-19 pandemic -created (or at least weaponized by being made transmissible to and
between humans) in a Chinese research lab? Was ...
Wuhan Lab Leak: It's Not a "Theory"
Anthony Fauci seemed aware of the looming gain-of-function and Chinese
collaboration controversies related to National Institutes of Health
funding and the Wuhan Institute of Virology, new emails from ...
Fauci sought answers about Wuhan lab at start of pandemic
In the U.S., the lab leak theory is part of the conservative arsenal
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of attacks on those in science and the media ...
Mounting pressure on China about COVID "lab leak" could backfire
Defending itself against allegations of “fraudulent behavior” that led
to the loss of its accreditation, D.C.’s embattled crime lab said it
never deliberately concealed any information from its ...
Documents: DC crime lab says it never concealed findings
The World Health Assembly can’t force China to permit a credible
investigation into whether the coronavirus emerged from a Wuhan lab.
Support ... professor of chemical biology at Rutgers ...
The Health 202: The international community could flip the script on
China's lab investigation
A new paper, published recently in PLOS Computational Biology by a ...
as well as other lab groups, to build similar and even better spaces
in the future. When answers to practical questions ...
How more inclusive lab meetings lead to better science
Either way, Biden explained, we’re going to get some answers ...
administration's investigation into the origins of the coronavirus and
whether it could have come out of the Wuhan lab?
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Tucker Carlson: Biden Already Had Every Chance To Get Answers On COVID
Origins, He's Not Interested
An examination of the arguments that the coronavirus SARS-CoV-2
escaped from a lab in China, and the science behind them ...
The COVID Lab-Leak Hypothesis: What Scientists Do and Do Not know
Former State Department officials under President Donald Trump have
publicly pushed for further investigation into virus origins, as have
scientists and the World Health Organization. Many scientists, ...
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